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Relation of the Directors to the Work and Publications

of the

National Bureau of Economic Research

i. The object of the National Bureau of Economic Research is to ascer-
tain and to present to the public important economic facts and their inter-
pretation in a scientific and impartial manner. The Board of Directors is
charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the work of the Bureau
is carried on in strict conformity with this object.

z. To this end the Board of Directors shall appoint one or more Directors
of Research.

The Director or Directors of Research shall submit to the members of
the Board, or to its Executive Committee, for their formal adoption, all
specific proposals concerning researches to be instituted.

4. No report shall be published until the Director or Directors of Re-
search shall have submitted to the Board ,a summary drawing attention to
the character of the data and their utilization in the report, the nature
and treatment of the problems involved, the main conclusions and such
other information as in their opinion would serve to determine the suitability
of the report for publication in accordance with the principles of the Bureau.

A copy of any manuscript proposed for publication shall also be
submitted to each member of the Board. For each manuscript to be so
submitted a special committee shall be appointed by the President, or at his
designation by the Executive Director, consisting of three Directors selected
as nearly as may be one from each general division of the Board. The names
of the special manuscript committee shall be stated to each Director when
the summary and report described in paragraph (4) are sent to him. It
shall be the duty of each member of the Committee to read the manuscript.
If each member of the special committee signifies his approval within
thirty days, the manuscript may be published. If each member of the
special committee has not signified his approval within thirty days of the
transmittal of the report and manuscript, the Director of Research shall
then notify each member of the Board, requesting approval or disapproval
of publication, and thirty additional days shall be granted for this purpose.
The manuscript shall then not be published unless at least a majority of
the entire Board and a two-thirds majority of those members of the Board
who have voted on the proposal within the time fixed for the receipt
of votes on the publication proposed shall have approved.

6. No manuscript may be published, though approved by each member
of the special committee, until forty-five days have elapsed from the
transmittal of the summary and report. The interval is allowed for the
receipt of any memorandum of dissent or reservation, together with a
brief statement of his reasons, that any member may wish to express; and
such memorandum of dissent or reservation shall he published with the
manuscript if he so desires. Publication does not, however, imply that each
member of the Board has read the manuscript, or that either members of
the Board in general, or of the special committee, have passed upon its
validity in every detail.

A copy of this resolution shall, unless otherwise determined by the
Board, be printed in each copy of every National Bureau book.

(Resolution adopted October 25, 1926 and revised February 6, 1933 and February 24, 1941)
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PREFACE

THE FEDERAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT presented in this Paper is de-
signed to facilitate tracing the impact of fiscal operations on busi-
ness conditions. As a summary of federal fiscal operations, it is both
simpler and more comprehensive than the official monthly statement
issued by the Treasury Department. It covers all federal funds
except those regarded as local government funds (such as the funds
of the District of Columbia) and those regarded as parts of the
banking system (such as the Postal Savings Fund).

Changes in established federal financial statements have been
proposed by many people and for a variety of reasons. No one form
of statement can be expected to serve all purposes; but it is believed
that this new form fills an especially urgent need. If issued cur-
rently, it would be particularly useful to those concerned with the
relation between fiscal policy and business conditions. For this type
of use accounting accuracy is not essential. If statistical estimates
(rather than exact figures) were employed, it should be possible
to prepare such a statement for each quarter from existing account-
ing records.

This new financial statement is a byproduct of the exploratory
study of Money Flows the National Bureau of Economic Research
has been conducting at the suggestion of the Committee for Eco-
nomic Development and with the support of a grant by the Committee.
Both that study and the estimates for the federal government dis-
cussed here are confined to calendar year figures covering 1936-42.
Recent figures would doubtless be more interesting, but the task of
assembling them is such as to make it seem desirable to publish the
illustrative retrospect figures for these seven calendar years at this
time for criticism and comment.

Various persons have aided in the preparation of this Technical
Paper. The writer wishes especially to acknowledge the helpful
criticism of P. F. Brundage, T. 0. Yntema, and George Jaszi, and
the assistance of Paul Kohn, Dora Sherman, and Sylvia Levinson.

Federal financial records and reports are necessarily so complex
and extensive that it is difficult in an undertaking such as this to be
certain that some errors may not have been made in interpretation.



The over-all picture of federal finances presented is therefore tenta-
tive. The writer ventures to hope that any errors he has committed
have been errors of detail only and that the main outlines of the
tentative picture are substantially correct. He assumes sole responsi-
bility for any errors this Technical Paper may contain and will be
grateful to have them called to his attention. He assumes also sole
responsibility for the views here expressed.

June 1947


